Communication

COMM 729-610: INDUSTRY SPECIALIZATIONS
Explore specializations within the field of strategic communication and public relations, including the topics of Employee Communications, Entertainment/ Sports PR, Financial Communications, Public Affairs / Government PR, Nonprofit PR, Technology PR and Higher Education PR.

COMM 739-610: THE POWER OF "OWNED" CONTENT
Covering online newsrooms and how "owned" media is critical to helping brands save time and money while generating awareness, students will learn how to analyze the effectiveness of online newsrooms while producing and publishing news content that is rooted in strategy and measurable goals.

Disaster Science and Management

DISA 667-10: DISASTERS AND CULTURAL CHANGE
Disaster responses and recoveries reflect the world around them, but can also reflect ongoing transformations of worldview, culture, urban design, and more. Explores those processes, as well as how the decades and centuries after can shape our views of disasters and change.

Geology

GEOL 567-10: STEM CURRICULUM WORKSHOP AT THE KIDWIND OFFSHORE WIND ACADEMY
Five-day workshop to learn how to use the KidWind curriculum to teach hands-on STEM-based activities that focus on renewable energy and that model careers in the growing offshore wind industry. Field trips and guest speakers will highlight future career opportunities for grade 8-12 level students.

Liberal Studies

MALS 617-10: THE ARTS IN CONTEXT: WOMEN WRITERS & LITERARY GENRE
Literary genre conventions are re-interpreted by successive generations of writers. Recently, women writers have provided their perspective on literary traditions. Examines the history of genre and what happens to genre conventions when women writers adapt and re-interpret them.

Marine Studies

MAST 267-10: SECRET LIVES OF SEA MONSTERS
Provides an overview of evolution, biology, ecology, and conservation of large marine species (marine mammals, reptiles, fishes, sharks), focusing on hands-on, experiential learning. Addresses the relationship that humanity has had with these species.